Leg/Wheel mobile robots can achieve adaptive motions for various environments using legs or wheels. However, computational complexity of optimization like model predictive control (MPC) is increased with the number of degree of freedom on joints and wheels. In this research, we propose to partition a model of a leg/wheel mobile robot to decrease computational complexity. A model of leg/wheel mobile robot is represented by plural symmetric model for a leg composed of joints and a wheel. The robot is controlled by optimizing each leg sequentially using partitioned model at every control cycle. Partitioned models are connected by constraints to maintain body shape. While the configuration of a single leg is optimized, the robot can achieve concerted motion using predicted state of the other legs in the constraint.
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(a) Constraints to maintain body shape (b) The relative anglesθ i, j and the offset angle β i, j Fig. 4 Constraints. The bases of legs link each other via body. The body constraints work to maintain body shape. The angle constraints consider the movement range of servomotor. The neutral angle is represented by formula(17) using the offset of attachment β i, j and heading angle ψ.
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(a) The planar 3DOF leg/wheel robot for experiments (b) Planar 3DOF leg Fig. 8 The photograph of the planar 3DOF leg/wheel robot. The robot body is covered by paper to prevent false recognition of maker. The detail of the leg is represented by (b). The leg has three joints and one active wheel. The wheel velocity is measured by the rotary encoder.
6.
Hagimori Fig. 9 Block diagram of the experimental system. The system has a computer for measurement and a computer for control included in leg/wheel mobile robot. The measuring computer sends the position information to the robot. The robot computes MPC using the information and operates the actuators. 
±π/2 1.55 Table 6 The experimental result using partitioned model. Fig. 11 The trajectory of wheels of robot using quasi newton method is drawn by solid line. It overlaps the reference trajectory which is drawn by dotted line. Q.Newton MPC full MPC part Fig. 19 Index function. The index value of the case of quasi newton method is lager than the others.
